Comparison of ultrasound and Contrast-enhanced computed tomography in clinically diagnosed cases of acute pancreatitis
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Abstract

Introduction: Acute pancreatitis (AP) is an acute, mainly diffuse, inflammatory process of the pancreas with dynamic imaging characteristics and a multitude of possible complications. Imaging plays an important role in the diagnosis of AP. As most of the AP cases are gallstone-related, ultrasound (USG) is the most common initial radiologic investigation of choice. Contrast-enhanced CT (CECT) is the standard technique for overall assessment of AP and its complications. This study aims to compare diagnostic accuracy of imaging findings of USG with CECT.

Method: This was a retrospective review of imaging findings of USG and CECT in clinically diagnosed cases of AP who visited Radiology Department of Patan Hospital, Patan Academy of Health Sciences, Kathmandu, Nepal during 2015 to 2019 and had undergone USG and CECT. The diagnostic accuracy of USG and CECT imaging findings were compared. Study was approved ethically.

Result: Among 210 clinically diagnosed cases of acute pancreatitis, USG accurately diagnosed 97(46.2%), CECT 180(85.7%). Both the modalities detected cholelithiasis in 17% of the cases. Out of 97 cases, 85 showed focal or diffuse enlargement of pancreas on USG.

Conclusion: The CECT showed higher diagnostic accuracy for acute pancreatitis as compared to ultrasound, 85.7% vs. 46.2%. The overall visualization of the imaging features of AP and its complications was better by CECT than by USG.
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INTRODUCTION

The incidence of acute pancreatitis (AP) continues to increase worldwide with an annual incidence rate of ranges from 13 to 45 per 100,000 population-years (0.013%-0.045%)\(^1\) in parallel with an increasing demand on imaging modalities to diagnose and evaluate its severity.\(^2\)\(^4\) The mortality in severe AP can be as high as 30%\(^6\); however, the overall mortality in AP is estimated at 5%.\(^6\) Gallstones remain the most common cause for AP \(^7\); while, up to 25% of cases can be attributed to alcohol\(^8\) and 20-34% idiopathic. The incidence of idiopathic cases is similar in both men and women.\(^9\) Alcohol related pancreatitis is more common in the West and Japan compared with other Asian countries.\(^10\)\(^11\)

Imaging plays an important role in the diagnosis and management of AP. Ultrasound is an initial investigation of choice in the evaluation of pancreatitis, as it has various advantages: inexpensive, widely available, quick and easy to perform even at the bedside or in an intensive care environment, lack of radiation hazard and requires no intravenous contrast agents. It is about 95% sensitive in the detection of cholelithiasis and 50% sensitive for choledocholithiasis.\(^12\) In AP, the pancreas is difficult to visualize during USG scan, due to its retroperitoneal location, overlying bowel gas, obesity, and epigastric tenderness.\(^6\)

Contrast-enhanced CT (CECT) plays a role in establishing the diagnosis, staging the severity of the disease, and assists in the detection of complications.\(^13\)\(^14\) But non-availability of CECT in all health facilities and detection of AP is often compromised. So, this study aimed to assess the diagnostic accuracy of USG in comparison to CECT in clinically diagnosed cases of AP; to compare the imaging findings of AP by USG and CECT.

METHOD

This was a retrospective cross-sectional study conducted in the department of radiology and imaging between January 2015- December 2019 at Patan Hospital, Kathmandu, Nepal. Ethical permission was obtained from the institutional review committee of the Patan Academy of Health Sciences before the study.

The USG and CECT reports of all clinically diagnosed cases of AP were retrieved from the digital database of the radiology department and reviewed. All USGs were done in Philips Affinity 50/70 G machines with 3.5 MH convex probe; performed by the radiologists (MD Radio-Diagnosis and Imaging). All CECT examinations were performed in 128 slices Multi-Detector Computed Tomography (Injenuity, Philips). All the scans (USG and CECT) were viewed for the presence of AP, any associated aetiological factors like gallstone and its complications. Imaging findings included to evaluate the pancreas were the size of the pancreas, peripancreatic fat inflammation, peripancreatic fluid collection, pseudo pancreatic cyst, pancreatic necrosis, cholelithiasis, ascites, and other findings were pleural effusion.

Clinically diagnosed cases of AP in our study consisted following features: acute abdominal pain in the epigastric region of short duration and raised serum amylase, lipase levels.

The **Revised Atlanta classification** divides acute pancreatitis into two basic types: interstitial edematous pancreatitis (IEP) and necrotizing pancreatitis (NP).

Typical findings of IEP on USG/CECT are-
- normal-appearing pancreas with no peripancreatic abnormalities.
- focal or diffuse parenchymal enlargement: changes in parenchymal echotexture/density because of oedema, indistinct pancreatic margins owing to inflammation, surrounding retroperitoneal fat stranding.

Typical findings of NP on USG/CECT are-
- Necrosis of pancreatic parenchyma, peripancreatic necrosis, combined peripancreatic and parenchymal necrosis, abscess formation, calcification (later stages).
Imaging findings of USG and CECT scan in AP were compared. Data entry and analysis were done using IBM SPSS.

**Result**

A total of 210 AP patient’s USG and CT findings were reviewed. Males were 129(61%), 4/5th below the age of 60 y, Table 1.

In trans-abdominal USG, signs of AP were present among 97 participants, and in CECT signs of AP were present among 180, Table 2, and Figure 1.

All the 97 patients diagnosed as AP by USG were also diagnose by CECT as AP. Out of, 97(46.2%) labeled as AP by USG, 85(87.62%) showed focal or diffuse enlargement of the pancreas, a prominent imaging feature in USG. When compared with CECT scan all reports (85) showed similar imaging findings. The diagnostic accuracy of USG vs. CECT showed CT was more accurate than USG, Figure 1.

**Table 1. Demographics of acute pancreatitis (AP) patients (N=210)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Demographic Variables</th>
<th>N(%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>129(61%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>81(39%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20–39 y</td>
<td>79(37.6%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40-59 y</td>
<td>95(45.2%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥60 y</td>
<td>36(17.1%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2. Diagnosis of AP according to trans-abdominal USG & CECT (N=210)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acute Pancreatitis</th>
<th>Trans-Abdominal USG, N(%)</th>
<th>CECT, N(%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Present</td>
<td>97(46.2%)</td>
<td>180(85.7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Absent</td>
<td>113(53.8%)</td>
<td>30(14.3%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 1. Comparison between USG & CECT findings of acute pancreatitis (N=210)**

**Discussion**

In our study, USG detected 46.2% of cases, and CECT, which is considered as the gold standard, detected 85.7% of clinically diagnosed AP.

The study done in Tripura, India showed 60% imaging features of AP in USG,\textsuperscript{15} which is similar to our study findings. However, the study was done in Bhubaneswar, India,\textsuperscript{16} showed 83.3% AP in USG imaging features and
80% in CECT. As mentioned in one of the studies, a negative ultrasound study does not exclude pancreatic disease. The CECT could visualize and confirm the imaging features consistent with AP in all the patients in which USG had shown features of AP.

The variations in imaging features of USG in different studies suggested technique dependence on the operator’s expertise and quality of equipment and the time of the scan. The success rate of USG also decreases with obesity and overlying bowel gas in unprepared patients and an increase in severity of the disease. Similarly, the diagnostic accuracy in detection of imaging features of AP in CECT increases with the increased number of slices.

In the present study, CECT visualization of the pancreas was possible in all 210(100%) cases. The overall visualization of the pancreas was far better by CECT than by USG in our study.

A satisfactory detection of AP by CECT was reported in 98% of examinations which was 85.7% in our study. Imaging features of AP on CECT also depend on the severity of pancreatitis. In mild pancreatitis, the CT features ranges from a normal-appearing pancreas with no peripancreatic abnormalities to diffuse enlargement of the pancreas, peripancreatic inflammation, and stranding into surrounding fat.

In our study 129 patients were male and 81 females, suggesting AP occurring nearly 2.5 times more common in males (M:F=2.5:1). This coincides with western literature and similar Indian studies. Pancreatitis in women is mostly gallstones related. The increasing incidence of obesity indirectly causes AP because obesity promotes gallstone formation, which is one of the commonest causes of AP. However, alcohol related pancreatitis is more common in men, although sex differences disappear with similar levels of alcohol consumption.

Nearly half the number of the patients (45.2%) in our study were between 40 to 60 y which was similar to the Indian study; however, in another study it was more common in 30 to 50 y. Age of the patients is also important because according to one study, the mortality of the disease increases with age, particularly in patients above 60 y.

In our study, out of 210 patients who had undergone USG, we did not find AP in 113(53.8%) and were detected by CECT. Those 113 reports were unsatisfactory for evaluation of the pancreas by USG. The pancreas and the surrounding areas are difficult to visualize often in USG, due to poor penetration of high frequency sound waves in big-built patients and the presence of excessive bowel gas. These limitations of USG compromise the quality of the scan which was supported also by another study.

USG has low sensitivity in identifying peripancreatic collections and pancreatic necrosis. The CECT appearance of peripancreatic collections depends on its stage of involvement. Acute or early collections are seen as a poorly marginated focal collection within the pancreatic parenchyma. As they mature, they become well marginated with a discernible wall or capsule. In our study, USG could identify peripancreatic collections in 51(24.3%) compared to 140(66.7%) on CECT, making CECT superior in evaluation of complication of AP, which is fairly correlating with a study conducted in AIIMS in 2015. Pancreatic necrosis in USG was seen in 12(5.7%) as compared to 66(31.4 %) on CECT.

However, USG is very useful particularly for the evaluation of cholelithiasis. In our study, cholelithiasis was present in 36(17%) patients, both on USG and CECT, and enlargement in the size and peripancreatic inflammation were the most common USG findings in our study.

In CECT, pancreatic necrosis appears as areas of low density in the pancreas at an early stage of the disease. In our study, CECT showed features of pancreatic necrosis in 66(31.4%) patients whereas USG could identify it only in 12(5.7%), so CECT was superior in this respect. Similarly, a study done in Bhubaneswar, India.
showed 26% of patients had pancreatic necrosis which was not shown by USG.

The major advantage of CECT is its sensitivity for AP for accurate assessment of the pancreas and extent of inflammation along various anatomical planes. The typical CECT appearance includes diffuse enlargement of the gland, decreased central density producing a sac-like configuration. In our study, peripancreatic inflammation was observed in 170 (81%) cases, which is much higher than the reported incidence of 25%. Detection of peripancreatic inflammation by CECT depends largely on the number of a slice of CT. This could be due to the number of slices, we used 128 slice CT.

In our study, pseudocyst, one of the complications of AP was visualized in 5 (2.4%) cases by USG and 8 (3.8%) by CECT. The appearance of complications depends upon the severity and timing of the scan in disease progression, as well as user expertise.

The study done in Tripura, India showed 60% imaging features of AP in USG similar to our study findings. However, the study was done in Bhubaneswar, India, showed 83.3% AP in USG imaging features and 93% in CECT.

As mentioned in a study, a negative ultrasound study does not exclude pancreatic disease, but USG had a positive predictive value of 100%. Also in our study, CECT confirmed features of AP in all the patients in which USG had shown features of AP.

Comparing both the diagnostic modalities described above, it was found that the CECT scan has the highest accuracy rate 85.7% in the present study in detecting AP, with other studies showing 80% AP in USG imaging features and 83.3% in CECT.

The main role of USG in the imaging of AP is in the detection of the size of the pancreas, biliary stones, fluid collections in the peritoneum and pleural spaces. Also, USG is easily accessible and non-invasive radiation-free in nature. It is less time-consuming, and in emergencies when the patients’ conditions are unstable and declining, USG can be used as an initial diagnostic tool. But in the majority of patients in the present study, USGs were either suboptimal or difficult to visualize the pancreas. This leads to a diagnostic challenge and subsequent CT scan becomes essential and important.

The key role of CT scan is to determine the inflammation of the pancreas in which USG was unable to diagnose or sub-optimally examined. Also, it plays a major role to determine the extent of the affected gland, multisystem involvement, and complications as early diagnosis and management become critical to avoid severe consequences of pancreatitis.

Indications to perform a CT varies among different institutions in different geographic areas and are largely dictated by local preferences and cost factors. Some advocate performing CT on admission for staging purposes and improved patient care.

Our study shows, CECT is a confirmative investigation in diagnosis and determining the severity. However, the USG is the initial choice of investigation in the evaluation of AP due to its main role in detecting biliary calculi. Early identification and treatment of these calculi may have a significant positive impact on the outcome. The limitations of USGs can be overcome with the use of CT yielding more diagnostic information. The CECT showed better delineation and extent of the disease than USG. However, USG has an immense role in the early and initial diagnosis of AP in resource limited healthcare settings, where CECT is not readily available and cannot be done in certain patients due to medical limitations. Thus, we can conclude that both USG and CECT have roles to play in the diagnosis of AP and both are complementary to each other.

Limitations, of our study, could be different USG operators (doctors), most of the patients were referred from the emergency
department who were not prepared (no bowel preparation and no fasting).

Conclusion

The CECT showed higher diagnostic accuracy for acute pancreatitis as compared to ultrasound, 85.7% vs. 46.2%. The overall visualization of the imaging features of AP and its complications was better by CECT than by USG.
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